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Markets & BusinessNews Update
A recently completed study  by
In-Stat/MDR  finds wireless data
adoption is growing in business.
Not just with the “hockey-stick”
growth curve. Market research
based on more than 1,500 sur-
veys in seven vertical markets
show implementation of wire-
less data is greater than many
might expect. But the extent and
complexity of actual solutions
vary significantly.
Many  have simple ‘point’ solu-
tions (one device, one service,
one application) other deploy-
ments are far more intricate,
says Becky Diercks, In-Stat/MDR
director.
“The majority of wireless data
users plan expansion so growth
will come organically–from a
greater number of subscribers in
existing user companies.”
For vendors and services to suc-
ceed it will require hard work as
the wireless data market has
shifted back to focus on vertical
markets rather than horizontal
ones such as e-mail. Needs are
varied, diverse and complex.
Earliest adopter industries; trans-
port, utilities, finance, insurance
and real estate have put wireless
data to broad use and been able
to realise the benefits. Health
care has a strong desire to do big
things, yet its current  implemen-
tation is rather limited. Solutions
must be tailored to meet individ-
ual market requirements.
The study also found that: -
•While it is easy to discount say
manufacturing in favour of
aggressive adopters such as
transportation, vendors must
not make this mistake. Sheer
size of companies in vertical
markets means although overall
penetration is  lower, actual
number of wireless WAN data
subscribers is still higher.
•Current wireless data relies on
the cellular network, and on
private company networks.
There is high implementation
of wireless LANs here and these
companies will be excellent
prospects for public wireless
LAN services in future.
•While research shows high
usage of cellular phones as the
wireless access devices of
choice today, end user compa-
nies are focusing more atten-
tion on notebooks with wire-
less modems in the future.
The report, "Wireless Data in
the Business Environment -
Vertical Market Drivers and
Opportunities" $15,000 
Contact: Email rvogelei@reed-
business.com
Vertical wireless data markets shifts to vertical
Market research iSuppli
believes that a supply/demand
imbalance is looming for the
semiconductor market before
the end of the year as a result
of most of the excess invento-
ry being eliminated from the
supply chain.
It sees unit demand and pro-
duction rates starting to creep
upwards. The imbalance will
occur regardless of whether
demand picks up as the econo-
my recovers. If the current
upturn in unit demand is a
false signal like last year, ASPs
will again come under heavy
pressure leading to reduced
revenues and profits as over-
supply develops. But if the
expected pickup in orders
comes through for 2H 2003 as
expected, shortages in several
commodity semiconductor
products will develop as sup-
pliers simply will not have the
installed capacity as both IDMs
and foundries focused capital
expenditures on new 300mm
fabs and  0.13µ process capaci-
ty on line. Plans to develop
capacity at 0.18micron or larg-
er geometries have been neg-
lected.
Leading edge products based
on leading edge processes will
be available, but difficult to
sell because commodity parts
used for the rest of the system
will be in severe shortage.
Response to demand could be
slow. Equipment makers are
operating with bare-bone staff
and resources. Deliveries will
simply be stretched out if an
order spike appears. Industry’s
used equipment has already
been installed or is heading to
China. Lean inventory levels
up-stream in the supply chain
at the end of 2002 sparked a
replenishment.This allowed
chip companies to reduce
excess inventory by $1bn in
Q1 2003. Chip suppliers now
hold 92% of the $300m in
excess inventory still in the
channel.
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FSWatchkeeper remainsLord Bach, UK minister for defenceprocurement, has told a Defence
Select Committee that the air vehi-
cles the UK is set to procure under
its Watchkeeper UAV programme,
currently in competitive evalua-
tion, were a “generation ahead” of
Predator. General Atomics officials
refute this, expressing frustration
that the UK is to press ahead with
its £800m ($1.3bn) Watchkeeper
UAV development and production
project when the capability, they
say, already exists and could be
bought off-the-shelf (COTS).
Trocomet
An unusual project on patterning of
transparent organic conducting
materials for electronics, named
Trocomet will run until October
2005. With 129,600 funding, the
research and technical develop-
ment covers materials and their
technologies for production and
transformation and new and
improved materials and production
technologies in the steel field.  Agfa
Gaevaert NV is principal contractor
Contact: Dr, Jean-Pierre Tahon.
Email: jean-pierre.tahon.jt@bel-
gium.agfa.com
Rosetta’s go ahead
ESA’s Science Programme
Committee has decided on
Rosetta’s new mission baseline:
the spacecraft is to be launched in
February 2004 from Kourou, French
Guiana, using an Ariane 5 launcher.
The rendezvous with the new target
comet, Churyumov-Gerasimenko,
is expected in November 2014. The
cost of the Rosetta launch delay
has created a cash-flow problem for
the science programme, but this
will be resolved by the ESA Council,
through approval of financial flexi-
bility at Agency level.
A group of 17 major IT compa-
nies from Europe, the US,
Japan, South Korea and China
have established a Digital
HomeWorking Group to facili-
tate the exchange of data
among digital household appli-
ances by standardising the
respective technologies.The
new organisation aims to
enhance varying digital data
processing technologies for
video, voice and other data,
spreading the use of so-called
‘intra-home networks’ that con-
nect personal computers,
portable communications
devices,TV sets and audio-visu-
al equipment. Founding mem-
bers are an interesting collec-
tion - Fujitsu, Gateway, Hewlett-
Packard, IBM, Intel, Kenwood,
China’s Legend Holdings,
Matsushita Electric Industrial,
Microsoft, NEC, Nokia, Philips,
Samsung, Sharp, Sony,Thomson
SA and STMicroelectronics.
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